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Home Page: A catchy page with beautiful designs that provides
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Apr 7, 2020

information about our application as well as our subscription
plans. There is a sign up and sign in for schools. Schools can
sign up and can use our application free for upto seven days.
There is also a teacher and parent login option. Subscription either monthly or annually. There will be a payment gateway
for the subscription. About Page, Terms Of Use, Privacy Policy, Contact Information, FAQ.
Sign Up: Schools will sign up and create their school profile. 1
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That is the super admin user (usually the principal). This user
can add classes and assign a teacher to each class. This will generate a teacher login account which he can provide to
the teachers
Teacher Login: Teacher will login from home page and he will be able to add and edit students into his class. Adding each
student will generate a parent login that he can provide to the parents.
Attendance: Teachers can mark students attendance and
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parents can view that
Notice Board: Teachers can upload most important messages 1
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that belong to the whole class on the notice board which will be
viewable by every parent from their login account. Teachers can
upload text based material.
Meal Plan: Teacher can create meal plans. One meal plan will be
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designated as the default meal plan that will become the default
meal plan for every student in the class. He can assign a
different meal plan to a particular student. Parents will be able
to view the meal plan for their child.
Photos and video upload: Teachers will be able to upload photos and short videos and parents can view those. It will be
different for every student
Lesson Plan: Teachers are able to upload daily or weekly lesson
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plans which the parents can view from their account.
Incident Report: Teachers can report an incident related to a particular student by filling a form and parents can view that
from their login account.

Chat: Text chat facility is available in the application. Teachers
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will be able to chat with the parents and vice versa. If the
parents are not online then an email will be sent to them
notifying them about the new messages.
An admin panel from which we can see all the accounts and their subscriptions.

Notes:
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